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(Editor’s Note: The following article is a research report titled, Wood Use Trends in the Pallet and Container Industry: 1992 - 1999, that was published by the authors earlier this year. The research was conducted by Virginia Tech in collaboration with the U.S. Forest Service. Because of its length, the report will be published in two parts; part two is scheduled to appear in the October issue of Pallet Enterprise.)

Executive Summary

This study investigated wood use trends in the U.S. pallet and container industry. The report estimates new wood use by pallet and container manufacturers, assesses wood pallet recovery and uses for recovered material, and identifies trends in new and recovered wood use by the industry. A census of the U.S. pallet and container industry was attempted and data were collected via a nationwide mail survey. The following are highlights of the study.

- Approximately 67% (4.41 billion board feet) of solid wood material utilized in the production of pallets and containers in 1999 was hardwoods.
- Nearly one-third (2.13 billion board feet) of solid wood material used by the pallet and container industry in 1999 was softwoods.
- An estimated 289 million square feet of wood panels was used in the manufacture of pallets and containers in 1999.
- Approximately 299 million pallets were recovered by the industry in 1999.
- Pallet and container manufacturers continue to purchase and utilize mixed hardwoods more than any other species or species group.
- Increased use of softwood parts represented the largest change in solid wood consumption, from 254 million board feet in 1995 to 610 million board feet in 1999.
- While softwood plywood continues to be the most utilized panel product in the industry, oriented strand board (OSB) consumption increased from 30 million square feet in 1995 to approximately 77 million square feet in 1999.
- Recovered wood use among pallet manufacturers increased from nearly 2.3 billion board feet in 1995 to approximately 4 billion board feet in 1999.

Introduction

The wood pallet and container industry is a vital consumer of wood in the U.S. This industry provides a much-needed market for wood materials, especially lower grade hardwoods. In 1995, it was estimated that the industry utilized over 6.3 billion board feet of wood in the form of lumber, cants, and parts (Reddy et al. 1997). An estimated 4.53 billion board feet of this was hardwood, which was equivalent to 38% percent of the annual U.S. hardwood lumber production and an even greater percentage of low-grade hardwood production. Softwood consumption was estimated at 1.79 billion board feet or 5.6% of U.S. softwood lumber production in 1995 (Bush and Araman 1997). From these recovered pallets and their parts, approximately 139 million pallets were repaired or recycled and returned to service. Additional uses for recovered pallets included fuel, animal bedding, landscape mulch, and furnish for fiber-based products. Fewer than 1% of the pallets recovered were sent to landfills.

Due to the large quantities of new and recovered wood materials utilized by the pallet and container industry, minor shifts in this industry’s wood usage patterns affect many segments of the forest products industry. A study conducted previously by Virginia Tech revealed that the pallet and container industry’s consumption of new wood materials was stagnant to declining (Reddy et al. 1997) during the early 1990s. It was believed that this downturn in new wood consumption was due, in part, to the growth in pallet repair and recycling (Bush and Araman 1997). Today, there are many factors impacting the industry’s use of wood materials, in addition to pallet repair and recycling. This paper provides the results of a 1999 study that provides the pallet and container industry and its wood material suppliers with updated data regarding wood use trends. Companies can position themselves to exploit these developments by updating their business strategies and capital investment plans.
Figure A. Number of employees in pallet and container industry for 1999 by region as reported by Dept. of Labor and number and percentage captured by study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number According to Labor Dept.</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>Number Reported in Study</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>Study Number as % of Labor Dept.: Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>7,812</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>2,047</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>16,354</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>6,759</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>6,361</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2,995</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>20,916</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>9,242</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51,443</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>21,043</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectives
The primary goal of this study was to investigate the use of new and recovered wood materials by the pallet and container industry for 1999. The specific objectives were to:
- identify the types and volumes of new wood materials used by the U.S. pallet and container industry,
- determine the volume of wood pallets recovered by firms in the pallet and container industry and the uses of recovered pallets,
- and identify trends in new wood use for pallets and containers and in wood recovery from these products.

Respondent Profile
Respondents reported their primary business to be one of six types: new pallets and skids (61% of respondents), repaired/recycled pallets and skids (25%), containers (7%), pallet parts (2%), broker of pallets and skids (1%), and other (4%). Many respondents indicated that they were providing information for more than one production facility. In total, this study captured information for 838 manufacturing facilities.

Respondents reported having 21,043 employees, or nearly 41% of the industry’s actual employment figure of 51,443, as estimated by the U.S. Department of Labor (Bell 2000). The greatest number of employees was reported in the South (9,242), followed by the Midwest (6,759), Northeast (2,995), and West (2,047) (Figure A). Perhaps the most important finding was that nearly 41% of the industry is employed in the South and another 32% is employed in the Midwest (Bell 2000).

Hardwood Use
Approximately 67% of all solid wood materials utilized in the production of pallets and containers in 1999 was hard-
woods. The industry consumed an estimated 4.41 billion board feet of solid hardwood materials that year. Roughly 3.7 billion board feet of this was in the form of lumber and cants. The remaining 707 million board feet was hardwood parts.

Approximately 51% of the hardwood used by the pallet and container industry in 1999 was either bought or processed as a mix of hardwood species. This was calculated to be nearly 2.26 billion board feet. Oak (red and white) made up nearly 31% of the hardwood used by the industry with an estimated 1.35 billion board feet consumed. Other species used included yellow poplar (11%) and alder (2%). A number of different hardwood species were listed as Other and accounted for another 234 million board feet.

**Softwood Use**

Approximately one-third of the solid wood used by the pallet and container industry in 1999 was softwood. Softwood consumption was estimated at 2.13 billion board feet. Roughly 1.52 billion board feet of softwood was in the form of lumber and cants. Softwood parts accounted for approximately 610 million board feet.

Nearly half (48%) of the softwood consumed by the pallet and container industry in 1999 was Southern Pine; it was estimated that the industry utilized approximately 1 billion board feet in
1999. Spruce-Pine-Fir was the next most utilized softwood species or species group (25%) at an estimated 539 million board feet consumed. Other species estimates included Hem-fir (11%) and Douglas-fir (10%). The remaining softwood species combined to account for 6% of use by the industry.

**Wood Panel Use**

Study results indicated that 289 million square feet of wood panels was used in the production of pallets and containers in 1999. Softwood plywood accounted for approximately 208 million square feet of total panel consumption, oriented strand board made up 77 million square feet, and hardwood plywood accounted for 5 million square feet. It was further estimated that of the 289 million square feet of wood panels used by the pallet and container industry, approximately 86 million square feet was utilized in the production of panel-deck pallets and skids. By subtracting this estimate from the total, wood panel use in container production was estimated at 203 million square feet. (Figure B provides the quantities of each panel type used by the pallet and container industries.)

Due to the time required of the respondents to convert their wood panel use to 3/8-inch basis or to give the volume breakdown for each thickness, respondents were asked to simply list each panel thickness used. Frequency of use was used to gain a general understanding of the most common thickness used for each panel type. The most frequently reported thickness used for oriented strand board was 7/16-inch (38%) followed by 3/4-inch (16%). Thirty percent of firms using softwood plywood reported using it in %-inch thickness. Other common sizes were 3/4-inch and 5/8-inch. Half-inch was the most commonly reported thickness for hardwood plywood at 37% followed by 3/4-inch (21%).

**New Pallet/Skid Production**

Through the extrapolation of the mean production per employee, it was estimated that the pallet and container...
industry produced approximately 429 million new pallets in 1999 (Figure C). In an effort to determine the differences between pallet and skid production, respondents were asked to provide their production numbers for each. Extrapolation of the individual figures showed that new pallet production was considerably higher than new skid production.

Roughly 80% of the pallets produced in 1999 were the stringer type and 12% were the block type. An estimated 182 million multiple-use stringer pallets were produced in 1999, which made it the most manufactured pallet type. The next most produced pallet type was limited-use stringer, at nearly 161 million pallets produced. Limited-use and multiple-use block pallet production were estimated at 26 million and 25 million, respectively. Approximately 35 million other pallet and skid types were produced.

Panel-deck pallet and skid production in 1999 was estimated at 6.7 million and 0.5 million, respectively. These estimates were derived using the same extrapolation method (employee basis) used to calculate pallet production and material use. Given these numbers, panel-deck pallets and skids represent less than 2% of the industry’s total pallet and skid production.

**Pallet Recovery**

It was estimated that the 299 million pallets recovered by the pallet industry in 1999 included 196 million multiple-use grocery pallets, 51 million other multiple-use pallets, 35 million limited-use, and 16 million skids and other types of pallets. Volume estimates for repaired and recycled pallets were calculated based on the number and type of pallets received.

Virginia Tech’s William H. Sardo Pallet and Container Laboratory estimated board footage for each pallet type: limited-use (10.1 bf), multiple-use grocery (15.8 bf), other multiple-use pallets (18.5 bf), and other pallet types (15.1 bf) (Hansen et al. 1994). These board footage estimates were used in subsequent volume calculations regarding pallet repair and recycling. The estimated 299 million pallets recovered by the pallet industry were calculated to be equivalent to 4.46 billion board feet of wood material.

**Utilization of Recovered Pallets**

It was estimated that 69% of the pallets recovered by the pallet and container industry in 1999 were repaired and then sold or reused. This equates to approximately 207 million recovered pallets. Of the 48 million recovered pallets that were un-nailed, 87% were used to repair or manufacture other pallets and 10% were ground or chipped. In addition, it was estimated that 25 million pallets were reused or sold without repair and another 16 million pallets were ground or chipped. Fewer than 1% of the total recovered pallets were sent to landfills or used for other purposes.

Approximately 92% of the wood material recovered by the pallet industry, or 4.1 billion board feet, went back into pallet production. This estimate includes pallets that were repaired and then reused or sold, sold or reused without repair, and un-nailed for use in the repair or manufacture of more pallets.

The pallet industry returned nearly 218 million pallets to service in 1999 through either repair or recycling. However, estimates regarding the repair or recycle (remanufactured using recovered
parts) of pallets may be somewhat misleading since it is possible that some pallets were recovered and repaired or recycled more than once during the year, and consequently were counted multiple times.

**Grinding or Chipping Pallets**

At an estimated total volume of 303 million board feet in 1999, grinding or chipping pallets or un-nailed pallet parts is another major use of recovered pallets. It was estimated that more than one-half of the pallets ground or chipped by the pallet industry went into the production of landscape mulch. Approximately 6.8 million pallets were used to produce colored mulch and another 4.4 million were ground into uncolored mulch. The volume estimates for these two uses were 100 million and 65 million board feet, respectively. Approximately 4.7 million ground or chipped pallets, with an estimated volume of 69 million board feet, were used as fuel. Ground or chipped pallets were used in smaller quantities for furnish in fiber-based products, animal bedding, and other purposes.

**Third-Party Management**

Perhaps the most significant of recent developments in the U.S. pallet and container industry is the acceptance of third-party management systems. These organizations manage their clients’ pallet and container needs, often relieving them of such handling problems as sorting, cleaning, repair and disposal.

One type of third-party management involves pallet users buying into a pool of pallets that is shared by many users. The pallet pool is then managed to maintain quality. In another form of third-party management, companies rent or lease pallets to users who, typically, use them in a closed loop distribution system that facilitates recovery. Used pallets are exchanged for reconditioned pallets at one of the third party’s depot centers. Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pooling (CHEP) is perhaps the most recognized third-party pallet management firm, operating in more than 36 countries and controlling more than 134 million pallets and 20 million containers (CHEP 2000).

All indications point toward a growth in rental pallets. In a 1998 National Wooden Pallet and Container Association survey, 20% of respondents said they used or intended to use rented pallets (McCormick 1998). Just two years earlier only 7% answered the same. Various reasons are given for this change in position: potential cost savings, higher quality pallets, lower pallet inventory, reductions in pallet storage space, elimination of disposal problems, and a concern for the environment and natural resources (Mapleston 1998).

In addition, CHEP and the Reusable Plastic Container Coalition (RPCC) have lobbied for the elimination of state sales taxes on rental pallets based on environmental benefits (LeBlanc 2000). Sales taxes on rental pallets in Florida and California were eliminated due, in part, to their efforts. The Reusable Plastic and Container Coalition also has lobbied the federal government for tax breaks, such as tax credits for users of rental pallets and containers.

**Repair and Recycling**

The 1990s marked unprecedented growth for pallet recycling firms. The National Wooden Pallet and Container Association (NWPCA) reported that pallet recycling has become the most profitable segment of the industry (Bush et al. 1994b). Over the last decade, a series of surveys conducted by Pallet Profile
Weekly estimated the average annual growth of recycling at close to 20% (Brindley 2000). Bush and Araman (1998b) identified the factors contributing to this rapid growth:

- Increased awareness of the environment and activities that affect the environment have caused a previously unconcerned public to question the use of new wood for pallets;
- Pallet producers, concerned with the availability and price of new lumber and cants, have found it economically advantageous to repair pallets and salvage material from used pallets;
- Pallet users have turned to recycled pallets as a way of decreasing their product handling costs;
- Pallet disposal costs can be significant, and increasing attention is being paid to reducing or avoiding these costs through recovery and recycling;

Barriers to entry into pallet recycling are relatively low, resulting in an increase in the number of pallet recovery and recycling only firms (i.e., firms that do not manufacture new pallets) [In this particular case, low barriers could refer to low capital costs, no specialized or patented technology involved, little brand or customer loyalty, little benefit from economies of scale, and requires very little training.];

- Public concerns over the capacity and cost of landfills have resulted in some facilities banning pallets.

Repaired and recycled pallets appear to be increasingly satisfying new demand for wood pallets. In 1995, 17.1 million pallets were recovered by the pallet and container industry, up from 83 million in 1993 and 66 million in 1992 (Hansen et al. 1994, Christoforo 1993). In 1999, 299 million pallets were recovered. Accordingly, the amount of wood recovered from recycled pallets increased by a factor of four during the 1990s. These gains in recycling appear to have come at the expense of new wood use in pallet production (Bush and Araman 1997). In 1992, only 13% of the wood used by the pallet industry was recovered material. In 1999, approximately 36% of the industry’s demand for solid wood was satisfied by recovered material.

**Alternative Materials**

Although wood pallets currently dominate the market, pallets made from various other materials are finding and tilling niches. Some of these alternative materials include plastics, corrugated paperboard and metal. Often, pallets made from these materials differ from wood pallets on cost, durability, strength, stiffness, and functionality.

Of all materials used in the manufacture of pallets, plastic may be in the best position to make inroads on wood’s hold on the market. Plastic pallets were once thought of as being too weak structurally to justify their high cost. Where a traditional wood pallet costs less than $10 dollars, plastic pallets can reach over $100 (Madl 2000). Today, with advances in plastic formulation and the formation of closed loop distribution systems, the use of plastic pallets has become much more cost effective. In some situations, the additional cost of plastic pallets is thought to be recouped through decreased costs related to repair, fumigation (when used for exports), and sorting (Forcinio 2000). Heat treating requirements for wood pallets may further change the perceived advantages of the two materials.
Several studies predict growth in the use of plastic pallets. Plastic Custom Research Services (PCRS 2000) estimated that the annual production of plastic pallets increased by approximately 3 million from 1994 to 1999, representing a 15.5% annual growth rate. Furthermore, the report predicted growth of plastic pallet production at 6.5% annually from 1999 to 2004. If this estimate holds true, plastic pallet production in 2004 will reach approximately 8.25 million. In a 1994 Virginia Tech study of wholesalers and retailers, 22% of the respondents indicated that they used plastic pallets (Engle 1994). This number was projected to increase to 37.5% by 1997.

As material handling becomes more automated, the exacting specifications to which plastic pallets can be manufactured might act as an incentive for some users to switch from wood to plastic. Inconsistent quality in wood pallets has caused problems for such automated systems and resulted in either system failure or product damage (Scheerer 1997). It should be noted, however, that inexact dimensions and poor quality are not inherent characteristics of wood pallets. Wood pallet quality can be improved and such improvement may be required if the product is to maintain its dominant position in the market.

Logistical Trends

Logistical trends affect the demand for wood pallets. At a 1999 National Wooden Pallet and Container Association conference, Ralph Bartlett of Tompkins Associates discussed many of these developments. Brindley (1999a) reiterated the main points of this presentation. Current trends in logistics that could cause a decrease in the demand for pallets included:

- inventory reduction initiatives, such as Just-In-Time and Efficient Consumer Response;
- cross-docking;
- transportation consolidations and growth of the small package industry;
- increased use of floor loaded intermodal containers;
- and plastic pallet research and development.

Trends in logistics that could cause an increase in demand include:

- growth in consumer and producer goods;
- tendency toward more smaller orders, proliferation of new products and variations of present ones;
- increased value-added and material, repair and other operations in warehouses;
- direct store deliveries that increase the number of smaller shipments;
- recognition and organization of reverse logistics;
- limited capabilities of plastic pallets.
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Part two of the report will focus on an industry tend analy-
sis and will contain information and charts pertaining to new wood material use and pallet repair and recycling.
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